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Databases in

Readin8
I nstruct1on

by Martha Irwin, Ed.D.

that is retrieved, drawing conclusions, and
drafting reports. Indeed, worthwhile and
effective database activities are possible with
one computer in the classroom.

Do you have learners who need to
develop competence in:
• identifying key words to access information
efficiently,
• gathering and categorizing information,
• posing questions and testing hypotheses ,
• comparing and contrasting information,
• evaluating the adequacy and accuracy of
sources,
• taking notes, and
• summarizing and organizing information
for reports?
Unless your students are different from most,
you answered " yes " to that question.
Consider, therefore, incorporating database
activities to help students learn and practice
these strategies within your reading program
as well as within the content areas of your
curriculum.
Unlike many other computer activities
including word processing, much of the work
with databases is done off-computer, thus
making it feasible to integrate technology
into the classroom program even when
access to computers is limited. The actual
searching or entering of data is the only time
when the machine is used. T earns or
individuals can sign up or take turns
conducting a search or entering a screen of
information. Much off-computer time will be
spent in developing questions, defining
problems, locating data to enter, deciding on
search strategies, interpreting information

What are databases?
Databases are very versatile computer
programs that are simply collections of
organized information, similar to phone
books, catalogs, recipe files, and television
guides . Databases differ from the printed
sources of information, however, in that they
make it possible to classify and sort data and
search for specific topics or words quickly
and easily. They facilitate the locating and
organizing of information to answer questions,
the investigating of relationships between
ideas, and the solving of problems.
Databases are very prominent in the
society in which we live. Consumers use
terminals at discount stores to see if
particular items are in stock or check the
computer at a department store to find a list
from which to purchase a wedding gift. Many
workers use databases as they check the size
of the inventory, look for an item to serve o
particular client, determine the antidote fora
poison swallowed by a young child, or
prepare a mailing list to distribute advertising
materials. Reference materials in libraries are
stored in databases. Encyclopedias and other
reference books can now be searched on-line
was well as in print format. Many libraries
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hove already convei-ted to databoses fo,locating and checking out books cmd
rnate,-ials; al 11 ibrnries wil I soon be automated.

Plonning to incorporate databases into
the curriculum takes more time and thought
than does learning the operation of the
software. The ability to plan implications for
instruction grows rapidly after the first
experience using a database in the classroom.
Thus it is important to begin -- to have the first
experience.To help with that initial endeavor,
as well as to present additional ideas to those
al,·eady using databases, suggestions from
classroom teachers are offered in the next
few pages. These teachers have a 11 taken that
first step and are designing databases and
using them in ways that complement their
established classroom programs.

Why use databases in the classroom?
The purpose of using databases in
reading instruction is not merely to prepare
for their uses in society. In today's information
oqe, databases are important tools fo,qoining access to all types of data , the
content for learning. To investigate topics,
learners need to know how to locate
inforn1ation in a computerized source as
much as, or perhaps more than, through card
catalogs, indexes, and tables of contents.
After students become familiar with consulting
pn~pared databases, they can add information
to them as well as create databases of their
own; in so doing, they will be involved in
locating, selecting, classifying, and organizing
information. By using and developing
databases, students practice functional
reading skills and gain confidence in using
the technology of the information age.

In the four articles that fol low, the
teachers used utility database programs
which allowed them to determine the
categories and create the forms for storing
information. In contrast to utility databases,
prepared instructional databases can be
used to introduce teachers and students to
this type of software. Instructional databases
contain subject matter content that can be
used in conjunction with other reference
materials to support the existing curriculum.
Following the articles describing database
uses in classrooms is a I isting of both uti I ity
and instructional database software for
schools, along with definitions of the types of
databases.

Two other important reasons for using
databases are that they are cost effective and
al low for good matches with your curriculum.
They save on the software budget because
countless learning experiences can be
developed with only one software package.
Furthermore, database packages are already
available in many schools. One commonlyused package, Appleworks, includes a
database, a spreadsheet, and a wo,-d
prncessor. FrEdBase can be obtained free
from a computer-using colleague or an
intermediate school district media center.
The match with the curriculum is assured
when these accessible open-ended tools are
used by teache,-s and students to develop
materials and ,-e lated activities to fit their
needs and interests. The choice of a
particular database is far less important than
the decisions about its use as an integral part
of the curriculum.
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Are databases complicated to learn and
use?
Absolutely not. Many teachers think they
me easier to learn to use than word
processors. During their first experiences with
the mechanical operations of a database,
they often excloim incredulously, "Is that all·
the,-e is to it? ..
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